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With the slowing of the economy and a cooling of the housing 
market, builders are pausing new projects. This has a ripple 
effect throughout the construction industry, from the 
contractors who rely on new construction to the building 
material companies who help support local and national 
homebuilders.

Fratzke’s Organic Search Volume Index is designed to help 
brands in the Building Material and Construction industry 
better understand the organic traffic trends that impact their 
marketing team’s ability to attract new customers online. The 
data in this report can be used to better understand the 
movement of the industry and inform strategies to better 
attract new customers.
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Organic Search Volume Index - Building Material & Construction Industry

Category Keywords: high search volume and most 
competitive
Medium-Tail Keywords: medium search volume and 
more specific 
Long-Tail Keywords: lower search volume and very 
specific

In this quarterly report, Fratzke Consulting shares its 
findings from its Building Material and Construction Industry 
Search Volume Index. This index tracks the average monthly 
search volume for a sample set of forty-five keywords across 
five major categories in the building material and 
construction industry. The selected forty-five keywords are 
popular customer search phrases and are split into three 
groups in order to match the breadth and scope of 
customer search behavior. These include:

Methodology
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Total percentage of this index’s average monthly search volume
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As builders pause new projects and home sales slow, we are seeing 
similar patterns developing online with keyword search volume 
related to the Building Material and Construction industry. The data 
in this report shows a widespread decrease in overall monthly 
search volume for critical keyword searches on search engines like 
Google, Bing, and Yahoo.

Keyword search volume has a direct impact on brands all across the 
industry. Fewer average monthly searches for queries like 
"Construction,"  “Building Material," and “Home Builders” means less 
organic traffic. A decrease in organic traffic at the top of the funnel 
has a major downstream impact across the path to purchase. Less 
organic traffic naturally leads to less prospects, leads, and sales.

What does this mean for your brand? Basically, it means less 
opportunity for organic growth and increased competition for 
brands who wish to rank on the first page of these search engine 
results pages. In other words, the pie is shrinking, and those who 
wish to get a piece of this organic search audience will need to 
ensure that their SEO and Content Strategies are finely tuned.

Key Findings

Our index saw a decrease in average monthly
search volume for industry-specific keywords
when compared to the same time last year.

Overview
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Category and medium-tail keywords saw the
biggest decreases, both at 38%.

Long-tail keywords that only make up 2% of the
index's overall search volume saw less of a
decrease at 24%.

The keyword search “construction” saw the
biggest decrease with an 80% reduction in
search volume compared to a year ago (450,000
vs. 90,500 monthly searches).
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 Wholesale Building Materials
 Home Improvement Retailers
 Building Materials Manufacturers
 Home Builders
 Contractors

This search volume index aims to measure the overall 
organic search opportunity for the Building Material and 
Construction industry supply chain. In order to do that, the 
index includes the following popular keywords that 
represent five key segments of the industry:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Definitions

Search Engines - These are websites like Google, Bing, and
Yahoo where users search for words and phrases to find
the best answers online.
Search Engine Results Pages - These are the results that are
displayed after a user enters a search. Typically, there are 
 ten results per page. The first three results are the most
valuable.
Keyword - These are common words or phrases that users
type into Google. When used repeatedly by large numbers
of users, they can be tracked and monitored.
Average Monthly Search Volume - This is the average
number of times users search for a specific keyword each
month.

Industries Segmentation
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Industry Leaders
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Of the forty-five keywords included in the dataset, there was a 38% decrease 
in overall average monthly search volume. Keyword search volume in 
September of 2021 was nearly three-million (2,983,370); this dropped 
significantly in September 2022 down to below two-million (1,849,880). The 
percentage drop translates to 1,133,490 fewer searches in 2022 than the 
previous year.

Decreased Search Volume Will Lead to Increased Competition
The overall decrease in search volume will naturally increase the competition 
for position rank on search engine results pages. The coveted top three 
positions on Google search will become even more valuable to the brands 
that possess that real estate and will make it even more difficult for 
challengers to overthrow them.

Firms that Under-Invest in SEO Will Be Hardest Hit
Large national brands who can afford to invest in mining and prospecting 
medium to long-tail keywords will see the least impact from the search 
volume decrease. Regional, intrastate, and mid-cap brands who are under- 
invested in SEO and Content Strategy are seeing the biggest hits to organic 
traffic and customer conversion.

Figure 1: Combined Building Material & Construction Keyword
Index Search Volume Drops Year-Over-Year (YoY)
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n = 45 Keywords
Source: Fratzke Analysis of Semrush Data

Building Material & Construction Search Volume in Sept.
2021 as Compared to Search Volume in Sept. 2022
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Keyword Search Volume Has Significantly Decreased

38% 
Search Volume
Decrease

Total Index Search Volume Compared September Year-Over-Year
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Biggest Losers
Category Keywords with the High 
Search Volume See the Biggest 
Drops:

Biggest Winners
Modest Gains are Mostly Made 
from Medium-Tail Keywords:

+ 25,830 Increase in 
Monthly Keyword Searches

Biggest Losers (and Winners)
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Figure 2: Top Keyword Search Volume Changes by Percentage (%) Decrease and Increase

n = 45 Keywords
Source: Fratzke Analysis of Semrush Data
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Building Material & Construction Keywords with Biggest Decreases Lose over 500k in Monthly Search Volume

% Change in Monthly Keyword Search Volume

- 552,500 Decrease in 
Monthly Keyword Searches
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Each keyword group represents a different phase in the customer's journey. 
Category keywords represent the top of the funnel, Medium-Tail the 
consideration phase, and Long-Tail keywords representing the searches with 
the highest intent to buy.

Category and Medium-Tail Keywords See Biggest Drops
Both the category and medium-tail keyword segments saw a 38% decrease 
in average monthly search volume. These segments are anchored by the 
search terms “Construction” (80% decrease in volume) and “Building 
Supplies” (70% decrease in volume).

Long-Tail Keywords Saw Slightly Less Decrease
More specific and targeted keywords in the long-tail segment saw an overall 
decrease of only 24%, performing better than the other two groups by 
fourteen percentage points. Unfortunately, keywords in this segment only 
make up 2% of the overall index monthly search volume. With that said, 
lower volume does not translate to less value. Often long-tail keywords are 
used by customers at the end of the path to purchase when they are ready 
to buy.

Figure 3: Decrease in Search Volume Across All Keyword Groups 
from Category Keywords to Long-Tail Keyword Searches
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n = 45 Keywords
Source: Fratzke Analysis of Semrush Data

Keywords Groups with Largest Average Monthly Search 
Volume are Hit the Hardest
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Search Volume Decreases Across All Keyword Groups
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windows -18%
HVAC 0%

concrete -18%

home improvement -33%

tools 22%

steel -18%

lumber -55%

construction -80%

roofing 22%

drywall -33%

insulation -55%

building -63%

asphalt -18%

equipment -55%

spray foam insulation -33%

general contractor -33%
cement -33%

distribution -55%

home builders -49%

building materials -55%

custom home builders 50%

commercial roofing 83%

building supplies -70%

seamless gutters -33%

insulation contractors 49%

building materials supplier 0%

construction equipment supplier 179%

new home builders 22%

professional services -19%

construction supply -33%

mineral wool insulation -18%

commercial construction 0%

metal building insulation -19%

commercial construction 0%

ceilings -18%

exterior siding -34%
residential construction -64%

building envelope -17%

building products 0%

wholesale building supplies -19%

spray foam insulation contractors
near me

-19%

building material supply -45%

commercial insulation 0%

wholesale building materials -33%

HVAC products 50%
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Change in Average Monthly Search Volume by Keyword

Category Keywords Medium-Tail Keywords Long-Tail Keywords

n = 45 Keywords
Source: Fratzke Analysis of Semrush Data

Figure 4: Organic Search Volume Index - Building Material & Construction Industry Volume (%) Change by Keyword

(%) Change (%) Change (%) Change
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Marketing leaders in the Building Material & Construction industry should use this index data to
better understand your brand’s position and potential organic search volume changes.

Audit your brand's current SEO strategy and performance to better understand what's working and
what needs improvement.

Invest in creating Content Capital by creating valuable content that is optimized for search engines 
 in order to maximize your team's efforts.
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Recommendations
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Become a Client

Get In Touch with Us. 

Contact Us:
(714) 614-2881

Learn More About Fratzke Consulting
fratzkeconsulting.com

Fratzke is a human-centered consulting firm that helps digital 
marketing leaders achieve their top priorities. Our expert guidance, 
analytics and tools equip leaders to drive results and increase 
marketing performance. 

Contact us today if you need help with your digital marketing strategy, 
an audit to benchmark your team's performance and more. 

Follow for the Latest Insights

https://www.fratzkemedia.com/solutions/digital-marketing#Lead-Form-Section
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fratzkeconsulting/
https://www.facebook.com/FratzkeConsulting
https://www.instagram.com/fratzkeconsulting/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2d2LK6Ijs0ip-OVkX2ZRnA
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